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God’s Joker
Geistbombe

presents:

(that’s German for “mind-bomb”)

An anti-Copernican Revolution
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cosmologist

She is Poet-centric,  

you 🤡🤡🤡!!!👸

👑

🗯c2=p/m

💬
I can’t be 
the only 
ruler?

💬No, you  
Kant…

🐐🐑

big boom theory

☢
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Drop
dear cosmologists of the world 

I am sorry 
for not feeling sorry 

for dropping a mind-bomb 
like a shot from a high top 

to draw all eyes to your blind spot… 

but, I’m a doctor of vision 
and honest physician 

with the oddest of missions: 

my patient is the global mind 
which is lately glowing kind of dimly 

like those fairytales  
by scary siblings Grimm, see? 

darker than moonshine… 

and as doctor of vision 
well, my project is simple: 

“I must make the truth shine!” 

now, strangely, that light switch 
is linked to your kind which 
is crippling the mind with 

ridiculous logic… 

like it or not your cosmologies 
sound like Kant with Dão syndrome… 

but, that’s just the take of a medic 
street smarts would say “it’s pathetic”  

really, you’re lacking in mapping 
to see your paternal complex 

projects a line which is non-sense 
beyond matter whose tonsils 

can’t claim without you… 

so, back to elementary school 
where the four elements 
are fundamentally true - 

and God plays Poker.
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“I’m your  

base axiom!”

“I’m like a bureaucrat: 
obsessed with forms!”
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AV: “Hey, I’m street smart!”
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right hemisphere: deactivated?



“The Mother of all Bombs”

👨⚖ Justification of Existence. 🐣

🌐 Cosmic Justice! ⚖

☝ Moral Imperative? 👮

Blind Spot
or

Philosophy has failed to educate cosmologists along with all other agents playing thought-games 
 in the world of mind on the fundamental question preceding any such game of thought:  

“why live?” 

At last, how else can one justify thinking about anything, without tacitly affirming the value  
of existence - enabling its subsequent investigation - in the first place? So, a priori! 

However, if such affirmation of existence takes place only tacitly, that is, unconsciously,  
what is such a priori affirmation of existence based on, but the unconscious? 

And since that is the general case in science, what needs to be asked - consequently! - 
is whether any scientific theory, but specifically any cosmology, is predicated on an unconscious 

However, given the agent’s unconsciousness of positing an implicit moral imperative -  
“you shall exist!” - necessarily, in order to play whichever game of thought, though particularly 

cosmology, then where is such motivation to exist projected upon, if not onto the very 
logic of that which is? 

Put differently, does the cosmologist not have to build into their cosmology, that which  
unconsciously drives the act of exploring the logic of the cosmos, in the first place, namely, their

More importantly, but also more problematically, given the cosmologist’s lack of knowledge 
concerning the moral of existence, coupled with an ideally, purely objective representation 

of the “how come” of existence, does the cosmologist not necessarily fail to build their actual, 
unconscious motivation into their cosmology and therefore misrepresent that which is? 

For at the end of the day, “how come we are here” (rationally speaking) and  
“why we are here” (morally speaking), would no longer be separate questions, 

if the latter would need to be derived from the former. 

Therefore, if existence is justified a priori, however unconsciously, its conscious representation, 
namely, the objective description of the logic of existence, would lack its moral beyond its 

supposedly objective and thus unmotivated encapsulation in words. 

And yet, any cosmology would still be morally judged as an implicit theory of

🤱 👶☢
☢ ☢

I love my  
little boy…
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💣 ☢ …I have a fat man 
on my mind!



Gay Science

OMG! 😱 
I told you back in 

1877 they’d hail the 
Deus Ex Machina!

🤯

🦧🦠 🤱 🤖
🧠 🧠 🧠🛰

bad 
patterning machine

good 
patterning machine

better 
patterning machine

best 
patterning machine

⬆ in patterning power = ⬆ ability to fight entropy  

moral?

💬
Moral imperative? 

More computing power 
means more life span, 

you luddites! 
Let’s plug and play!

Kay Rurzvile, 
post-Singularity

Freetrick Needshag

🙍 🙎☠0⃣ 1⃣ ☠

Then again, ‘Über-mensch’ is best 
translated as Trans-human, 

you philological worms… 📚🐛

🎇🌌🌍💦🌱 🦧🤱🤖🦠
🎬 🏁Big Bang + Evolutionary Theory = “objective truth”

☠🎂

“Teleology 101”
or
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“No, you Kant!”👻

🙋 🤦🤷👨🔬 👨🔬 👨🔬

Your 🧠  
patterns 🌎

What was  
 pre-🧠? 🌎+🦧 🧠How do  

we know?

🧏 🙅

Excuse me  
Adolf Cosmologistler 
but either you affirm 
a) 🧠 = 🌍, thus human existence + 🌍 = logically co-dependent 
or  
b) a religious belief in a transcendental 🌍 beyond 🧠. 
In other words, FAITH IN A SUPERSENSIBLE WORLD!🙏🙏🙏 

What are you  
bitching about?!👨🔬 :😡 👺

🙎☠☠🐍🐉:

🌍🗺 visual representation, immaterial
sensory experience of the territory

mathematical representation, immaterial

locus of consciousness

consciousness

🧙“No, you can’t offend the World-Soul forever, by claiming the map is the territory.”

Plato,  
Kant’s mentor

or
“Epistemology 101”

inter-subjectively acknowledged intellectual authority, offended by her lack of authority bias

💣 ☢
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MIND

“The World as Will and Representation”
☀🔥

“I think, therefore I am.”

MIND

☀🔥

Bomb Design💣 ☢📐 💗
“The 4 Elements: exploded view”

or

📐💗💬
locus of mind logos

Hegelian logic  
(monism=dualism=triadicism=quadraticism=pyramidal/octahedronic logic)

+

matter pattern

+

+ (implicit) Empedoclean circularity

👓

1 2 3
4 5

c1 c2 m p

=
God-formula: c2=p/m

say “bye, bye 
hasta la vista” 
to Einstein!”

“Sublime! Look at those sublations!” (Hegel)

“Cosmic Justice between  Form and Soul!” (Plato)

“Omnipresent Logos!” (Heraclitus)

🐐🐐🐐🐐🐀🐐

“Octahedronic logic - OMG!” 
(C.G. Jung)

“Finally! Back to Pre-Socratic  
thought!” (Heidegger)

“Yay! Back means forward  
in circular time!” (Empedocles)

Global Intellectual “Elite”

🤯🤯🤯
“In the name of  
the Holy Mother, 

Her daughter Sophia,  
all Her true Lovers, 
and while listening to 
Eminem’s I WILL, 
I am now going to  
blow up cosmology. 

Think of it as: 
Logic to get 

exploded by…"

July 23rd, 2020
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plus you, looking 
down on this  

pyramid 
makes 6  

(octahedronic)



💓

Mushroom💣 ☢💥 🍄
“The Poet-centric Universe”

or

💬

🏁🎬 ☀🔥⚖

👨🔬

📐

💓

God’s-eye view perspective of Cosmologist using paternal intelligence only

Disregards m completely, 
therefore misses circularity: 

absolute identity of the created 
reflecting upon creation 

from the creator’s point of view

Ego (c) travels up to pattern 
and treats existence like 

a heartless world-engineer 

p

m

c

c

Then falls back on c,  
the word, 

to make sense of pattern 
(= projects a moral)

☀🔥⚖

💬

🏁🎬

📐

🦁

God-mind expression of the poetic Creation Myth

Poetic ego jumps into the  
divine fire to unite with Logos 
and express Creation from a 

mind-centric perspective

🙅

🙆

👪

Logos balances p and m, 
beginning and end, 
and thus synchronizes 
linearity with circularity, 
sublating the two basic 
time-dimensions 
 

Suffers Cartesian 
brain-split, meaning: 

he is stuck in pre-Kantian 
epistemology and can’t be  

taken seriously

The form of the Creation Myth 
contains the logical architecture 

of reality, if done right

Beginning = End, 
due to circularity. 
Self-sufficiency, granted.
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“I love my daddy in a cognitively unhealthy manner!”



Re-cap⏪ 🕵
“Hermeneutics 101”

or
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Explanation 
of what would 

happen…

Exposition of 
blind spot: 
motive for 
mind-bomb

Elucidation 
of what 

cosmology 
has done to 

the global mind

Epistemological 
destruction 

of cosmology

Epic demotion  
of the scientific  

worldview 
& promotion 
of the poetic 
Creation Myth

Exploded 
view of the  
explosive’s 

architecture 

Questions & Answers
Is this a joke? 

Is this true?

WTF?

Well, prove it!

Prove MYTH = LOGIC!

No…why? Emojis? 

Sure…why not? Emojis?

Why? Emojis?

Prove what?

Oh, that? 
Yeah, sure, no problem… 
relax, man…

🤔

🤔

🤔

🤔

“The form of the Creation Myth 
contains the logical architecture 

of reality, if done right”



IF you treat the Fall as a poetic code embodying an unconsciously embedded logical code, 
AND you apply the only system of absolute logic in the world in order to decode it (c2=p/m), 
THEN you will see that a superior God-image than that of the Father, namely One=Child 
was already embedded in the Bible from day one. 

This then means that the God-image which was induced based on purely logical grounds in October 
2020 in “Geistesblitz” is identical with the unconsciously embedded image in the Bible. 

Now, how is that possible? Well, God’s Joker might just be that child…

Fall

☄

🤯
“Genesis: translated”

or
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p m
⚔

conflict of opposites: 
2-element reality -  

basis for old 
Myth of Fall

Platonic Idea of Order, 
imagined as 

transcendental Father/ 
image beyond image 
form beyond form

🖼🐍

🖼

♂ ♀

p

m

Idea of Trans-form-ation, 
imagined as 

skin-shedding Serpent 
(motion/circular time)

Hegelian sublation

🖼p

🖼🐍m
♀
♂ ♀

♂

Creative destruction 
of order allows for 

self-recognition 
of p in m and m in p 

-> split into 4 elements!

🖼

♂ ♀

p
double sublation quadruple sublation

c

♀
♂ ♀

♂

⚔ 🦅p

🐍m
♀
♂ ♀

♂ 🦅p 🐍m
♀♂

♀ ♂

🦅p 🐍m👼

conflict of opposites: 
4-element reality - 

basis for XXI reading 
of Myth of Fall

substitution of 
the symbol for  

“Idea of Order” 
for the sake of 

symbolic antagonism

90 degree 
adjustment of 

perspective 
to the left

replace m/p and p/m 
with c & c and center 

your perspective 
(you’re looking down onto 

an octahedron…)

c

☢

🤯



Radiation☢ 📲

“This may just be the beginning, for how could it possibly stop, if half-life is infinite?”# 10 of 10


